He loved to read.
He loved to study.

He was the Father of
the Constitution!
He was our shortest president. He weighed 100 pounds.

He was our 4th president.
He was a Founding Father.

He and his wife, Dolley, loved ice cream. They served it at the White House.
Glossary:

Founding Father: It is a man who has had an important part in creating the government of the United States.

Constitution: It is a paper that lists the basic laws and rights of our country.

Activities

1. Mark the sentence that tells what number president James Madison was in yellow.

2. Underline the two sentences that tell what James Madison loved to do.

3. Ice cream was a difficult thing to make back in the days that James Madison was president. Do you like ice cream? If yes, what is your favorite flavor? If no, what other thing would you rather have than ice cream? Tell your teacher or your partner your answers.